Unofficial Results of the Spring 2018 SGA Election

* Any person running uncontested wins by acclimation

EXECUTIVE

President and Vice President
Stacey Pierre, Brandon Brown- Unite (75%)
John E. Walker, Randy Ornstein- Independent

Treasurer
Omar Pimentel- Unite*

Senior Class President
Isiah S Parfait- Unite*

Senior Class Vice President
Brain Licona- Unite*

Senior Class Secretary
Sheridan Hager- Unite*

Senior Class Treasurer
Christina Jordan- Unite*

SENATE

Arts and Sciences

Seat 2
John McQuillan – Unite*

Seat 4
Cyanne John-McClean – Unite*

Seat 6
Cameron Robertson – Unite*

Seat 8
Claudia Villegas – Unite*

Seat 10
Daniel Gaines – Unite*

Business

Seat 2
Mercedes Poole – Unite*

Seat 4
Ian O’Grady – Unite*

Seat 6
Luciano Lebolo – Unite*
Social Sciences and Public Policy

Seat 4
- Joshua Durham - Independent
- Karina Estrada - Independent
- Victoria Kinley - Independent

Madalyn Touma – Unite (59.5%)

Undergraduate Studies

Seat 2
- Artem Danilov - Independent
- Russell Groscurth - Independent

Stephanie Lee – Unite (76.1%)

Seat 4
- Kenneth Cagnolatti – Unite (74.8%)

Natalie Roarke - Independent

Seat 6
- Thomas Daly – Unite (72.2%)

Jack Fahey - Independent

Hunter Michael Hertog - Independent

Seat 8
- Christopher Pinango – Unite*

Seat 10
- Alyssa Ryan Johnston – Unite (81.2%)

Jalen Shojgreen - Independent

Seat 12
- Cory Adamyk – Independent

Paxton Rhoads - Independent (58.1%)

Seat 14
- Emily Durham – Unite*

Seat 16
- Maria Roldan – Unite*

Seat 18
- Sebastian Gonzales - Independent

Katia Schettino – Unite (73.8%)

Umar Zaidi

Seat 20
- Dominique Rebekah Hoffman – Unite*

Seat 22
- Kayley Cox - Independent

Asia Warren –Unite (73.9%)
Seat 24

Union Board

Chelsea Cordek- Independent (5.9%)
Eduardo de las Cuevas- Independent (6.2%)
Chiemeka Fevecque- Independent
Harley Michel- Unite (10.6%)
Gavin Pidgeon- Independent (5.7%)
Mark Porter- Unite (10%)
Corey Smith- Unite (10.4%)
Christine Stephenson- Independent (6.1%)
Ganay Thompson- Unite (10.1%)
Gabriel Torres- Independent (6.6%)
Daniela Villasmil- Independent (6.4%)
Meneka Wijesiriwardena- Unite (10.3%)
Samantha Zitka- Independent (5.8%)